BE A SUPERB OWL

Join us February 3 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Gibbs Recreation Center. In honor of Super Bowl LI being in Houston this February, our theme is SUBERB OWL! Explore different industries with more than 100 employers, have your professional headshot taken, and make valuable connections relevant to your career search. We will not have paper guidebooks this year, but you can download the expo app today!

There is still plenty of time to have your resume reviewed before the Expo. We'll have extended drop-in hours from 11 am to 2 pm on Wednesday 2/1 and Thursday 2/2.

Keep reading to find out more about the Career Fair Essentials app, which includes valuable information to help you put your best foot forward next week.

Reminder: There will be no drop-in hours on Expo day (Feb. 3).
Volunteer at Expo!

Want to be more involved with the CCD or the expo? Become a volunteer! We have time slots available on February 2 and 3. Click below to sign up!

Volunteer

Expo Prep – Don't Worry, Be Appy

To get started, download Career Fair Essentials in the App Store or Google Play Store and search for "Rice."

Once you have navigated to the Spring 2017 Career and Internship Expo, click the "Employer" button on your screen.

Then, select "filters" at the top right, where you can utilize options like job type, freshmen friendly, or majors. If you have any questions, select "Event Info," where you can contact the CCD! Happy apping!
Survey Says!

Don't wait - this is your last chance to take Universum's survey to receive an in-depth review of who you are as an applicant.

You will also help the CCD better understand how to serve you!

Take the survey here »

That's What's Up

Fun stuff, important stuff, all the stuff

Deadline Feb. 1 - Join the Crawl

Visit Austin employers, meet Rice alumni, enhance your career readiness, and learn more about what a purpose-driven career can mean. On this Austin Career Crawl, we will be visiting purpose-driven organizations like LIVESTRONG, Mitscoots, and Feeding Texas. You will also have the opportunity to sit in on a legislative session at the Capital. Apply by February 1 for the Career Crawl here.

Come to CLaSSS

CLaSSS is a “seniors-only” program held on Wednesdays at 3 p.m. in Huff House. Seniors, devote this set time each week to focus on your outreach plans, sharpen your career
search skills, and prepare to launch from Rice with other seniors. Walk away each week with action items and a community of support. Upcoming CLaSSS topics include:

**February 1**: Branding Yourself  
**February 8**: Work Smarter, Not Harder: Tips for Employer Outreach  
**February 15**: Tips for an Effective Job Search  
**February 22**: Networking - Love it, Hate it, Do it  
**March 8**: Interview with Ease

---

**UPCOMING EVENTS**

**WORKSHOPS**

Extended CCD walk-in hours on 2/1 and 2/2.  
No drop-ins on 2/3.  

**INROADS Leadership and Internship Program**  
**Monday, 1/30**  
4:00 - 5:30 pm, Huff House 107  
The mission of INROADS is to develop and place talented underserved youth in business and industry and prepare them for corporate and community leadership. This will be an opportunity to learn the program criteria, eligibility, benefits plus hear from past interns.
CLaSSS: Branding Yourself, A Career Lab for Second Semester Seniors

Wednesday, 2/1
3:00 pm - 4:30 pm, Huff House 107
Seniors, at any time walking around campus or Houston, you may run into a potential or future employer. Are you prepared to wow them or even hold their attention when they ask you to tell them a bit about yourself? Or ready to answer the question that can make or break your job interview, "Tell me about yourself?" RSVP here.

Resumayhem

Wednesday, 2/1
5:00 - 7:00 pm, Huff House 107
Get your resume critiqued before the Rice Career Expo and the start of interviewing. Drop ins are seen on a first-come, first-serve basis! RSVP here.

Startup Career Fair

Saturday, 2/18
11:00 am - 4:00 pm, TMCx
2450 Holcombe Boulevard, Houston, TX 77021
Startup Career Fair makes it easy to connect with Texas-based startups in the energy, life science, and IT industries. Attendees can network with startup founders to learn more about the perks of working for a startup, and discover internship, part- and full-time opportunities. Learn more or register here.

"Why I Love the Oil Business"

Tuesday, 1/31
12:00 - 1:00 pm, Huff House 107

Capital One Info Session

Tuesday, 1/31
4:00 - 6:00 pm, Willy’s Pub
Capital One® is on a mission to build better financial services, better digital products, and a better place to work! Join us for this opportunity to hear about our mission and life as an analyst or engineer at Capital One. Learn more or RSVP here.

Sendero Meet and Greet

Tuesday, 1/31
6:00 - 8:00 pm, Huff House 107
Sendero is a management consulting firm located in Dallas and Houston. Their mission is to be the management consulting partner most respected for our people, culture, and results. RSVP here.

OwlSpark Information Session

Tuesday, 1/31
6:00 pm, McNair Hall, Room 116
Are you an entrepreneurial-minded student, recent alumni, faculty or staff member with an innovative technology or business idea? Are you interested in launching your own tech startup? Learn more about the Rice University accelerator program and how we help startup teams turn ideas into businesses or RSVP here.

Air Liquide Engineering Information Session

Thursday, 2/2
4:00 - 5:30 pm, Huff House 107
Please join Air Liquide to learn more about full time and internship opportunities in the chemicals and gases industry. Light refreshments will be served. For more information about Air Liquide, please visit our website at us.airliquide.com. RSVP here.

FULL EVENTS CALENDAR
SpaceX Info Session  
**Thursday, 2/2**  
6:00 - 7:30 pm, Huff House 107  
SpaceX was founded under the belief that a future where humanity is out exploring the stars is fundamentally more exciting than one where we are not. Today SpaceX is actively developing the technologies to make this possible, with the ultimate goal of enabling human life on Mars. RSVP [here](#).

Green Jobs Panel  
**Thursday, 2/2**  
7:00 - 8:00 pm, Sewall Hall 305  
Hosted by the Student Association and Rice Environmental Society, this panel will include an environmental consultant, an environmental attorney, a Director of the Katy Prairie Conservancy, and an analyst from Clean Line Energy. RSVP [here](#).

Labatt Food Service  
**Thursday, 2/2**  
8:00 - 9:00 pm, Huff House 107  
Labatt Food Service is the tenth largest foodservice distributor in the nation, servicing food-away-from-home customers in five states. Their mission is to reduce the cost of distribution and grow our customer’s business by being the best in people; the best national brand product; and the best innovative services. RSVP [here](#).

Screening of Generation Startup  
**Wednesday, 2/1**  
6:30 pm, Sewall Hall 301  
Entrepreneurship@Rice and the Rice Entrepreneurship Club present Generation Startup, a documentary that follows 6 college graduates who put everything on the line to start their own business. Acclaimed as one of the most realistic film depictions of what it’s like to start a business as a millennial, the film has achieved raving reviews from viewers and critics alike. RSVP [here](#).

Rice Environmental Society Sustainability Conference  
**Saturday, 2/4**  
10:00 am, Rice Memorial Center, Grand Hall  
The conference will consist of both a networking session and a research presentation period. Research presentations
will fall into a variety of subcategories within this broader theme, such as sustainable urban transportation, green building and design practices, and urban sustainable society. RSVP here.

## Featured Jobs & Internships

**Click the links to learn more**

### U.S. PIRG fellowship
Staff will keep chemicals linked to cancer out of rivers, food and bodies by banning Monsanto's Roundup unless it's proven safe. They will also keep big donors from gaining influence over elections to public interest.

- **Deadline:** Varied
- **Cluster:** Public Policy, Government, Law

### Summer Undergraduate Minority Research Program at University of Pennsylvania
The SUMR program is an endeavor by the Leonard Davis Institute of Health Economics (LDI) and the Health Care Management Department of the Wharton School to provide underrepresented minority undergraduate students, or anyone who is interested in an opportunity to explore the exciting field of health services research.

- **Deadline:** February 1, 2017
- **Cluster:** Sciences and Health

### 2017 Summer Research Experience at USC Viterbi School of Engineering (SURE)
The REU program allows talented students to spend summer break working alongside USC's world-class faculty on cutting-edge research in engineering and computer science.

- **Deadline:** February 7, 2017
- **Cluster:** Engineering and Architecture

### Wood Mackenzie - Internship, Energy Consulting
Interns in the Consulting group work within existing teams of experienced professionals within the various consulting practices (Upstream, Downstream, Gas & Power and Metals & Mining), who are responsible for delivering an expanding range of consulting services. Candidate must be currently enrolled in a relevant Master's program as of summer 2017 or entering senior year of Bachelor program.

- **Deadline:** Varied
- **Cluster:** Finance, Consulting, and Enterprise
Internships in all areas of our business, broadly divided into the categories of political risk analysis, crisis management and security, compliance, investigations and investigative technologies, and professional support (marketing, HR, operations, IT, finance, etc.). Regardless of the department selected, interns will work across business areas and will juggle multiple projects at once.

**Deadline:** Varied  
**Cluster:** Finance, Consulting, and Enterprise

**FTI Consulting – Summer 2017 Internship Program**

FTI Consulting, Inc. is a global business advisory firm dedicated to helping organizations protect and enhance enterprise value in an increasingly complex legal, regulatory and economic environment. With more than 4,400 employees located in 26 countries, FTI Consulting professionals work closely with clients to anticipate, illuminate and overcome complex business challenges in areas such as investigations, litigation, mergers and acquisitions, regulatory issues, reputation management, strategic communications and restructuring.

**Deadline:** Varied  
**Cluster:** Finance, Consulting, and Enterprise

**Charles River Associates – Summer 2017 Analyst Intern**

CRA is a leading global consulting firm that provides independent economic and financial analysis behind litigation matters. Analyst Interns will work closely with both senior and junior staff on project teams across a variety of industries, and apply economic, financial and business principles to solve real-world problems.

**Deadline:** March 31, 2017  
**Cluster:** Finance, Consulting, and Enterprise

**Grant Opportunity: The Dannon Fellowship Grant**

Dannon will award a $25,000 grant to two scholars interested in exploring the gut microbiome, probiotics and/or yogurt to better understand their impact on the human body.

**Deadline:** February 15, 2017  
**Cluster:** Sciences and Health

**Summer 2017 UCSD/Scripps Institution of Oceanography/Marine Physical Laboratory**

This internship program is a great opportunity for inquisitive and motivated undergraduate students with exceptional aptitude for quantitative science majoring in Applied Mathematics, Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Geology to work with some of the most notable scientists in the world.

**Deadline:** February 17, 2017  
**Cluster:** Sciences and Health

**Pediatric Urology Research Internship Opportunity**

Learn from board-certified Baylor College of Medicine faculty and expand your horizons by gaining valuable experience communicating with patients and their families; learning lab techniques; implementing regulatory compliance measures; and creatively solving problems while assisting a committed Research team.

**Deadline:** Varied  
**Cluster:** Sciences and Health

**NEW Leadership Texas Summer Institute**

If you are interested in having a greater representation of women in elected office and/or are considering a career in politics, policymaking, or public service, please apply to this weeklong residential summer institute. NEW Leadership™ Texas provides students with a safe space where they can respectfully address issues of diversity and discuss the difficulties associated with leadership in a diverse society. Click here to learn more or apply here.

**Deadline:** March 20, 2017  
**Cluster:** Public Policy, Government, and Law

**Higher Education Research Experiences (HERE) Program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)**

Experience innovative research or technical projects at a cutting edge national laboratory and network with prestigious scientists, researchers, engineers, and laboratory staff. Contribute to the U.S. technical prowess that will enhance living standards and set the nation at the top of a global community. Click here for more information.

**Deadline:** Varied  
**Cluster:** Engineering and Architecture; Sciences and Health

**Nuclear Engineering Science Laboratory Synthesis Programs (NESLS) Program at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)**

Research areas of interest include nuclear security technologies, nuclear systems analysis, design, and safety, and fuels, isotopes, and nuclear materials. Enrich your laboratory experience by attending lectures, seminars and other opportunities to learn more about ORNL.
Innovation for Cancer Prevention Research Undergraduate Fellowship

We are recruiting top undergraduates from colleges and universities throughout the U.S. to work with the University of Texas Health Science Center (UTHealth) School of Public Health, Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences and School of Biomedical Informatics faculty on research projects related to cancer prevention and control. Click here for more information and the application packet.

**Deadline: January 31, 2017**
**Cluster: Sciences and Health**

---
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